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Summary

An image-ray inverse data mapping approach
that tends to relax conventional assumptions
on the direct use of an a priori interval velocity
model is presented. The objective is the rapid
construction of the initial model that can be
used as a starting point for an iterative pre-
stack depth migration (PreSDM) in structurally
complex situations. A data-driven scheme
estimates common reflecting element (CRE)
attributes around image-ray traveltimes
interpreted in zero-offset (ZO) sections. This
scheme propagates ZO data along image-ray
trajectories recursively layer-by-layer. The
CRE stacking procedure simulates ZO data
prior to image-ray tracing. The CRE-based
migration is used to collapse diffraction events
below the datum surface representing a grid of
image-ray termination points. The final model
is defined in the two domains: migrated time
and image-ray depth. Migration examples on
several finite-difference (FD) synthetic data
sets from realistic sub-basalt and sub-salt
models demonstrate the performance of this
approach. Results show that the method can
give a good initial guess of the image in a
small fraction of the CPU time needed to run
PreSDM.

Introduction

In conventional seismic processing (Hatton et
al., 1986), DMO stack is applied to NMO-
corrected data, then post-stack migration

creates a final image. The goal of migration-to-
zero offset (MZO) transformations (first step)
is to create the better ZO section than can be
obtained by NMO-DMO stacking. This may
require the near-surface velocity only (Perroud
et al., 1999). The advantage of post-stack
migration (second step) is that complexities in
offset ray tracing are set aside. Unfortunately,
standard ZO migration algorithms have the
effect of degrading the image quality because
they do not handle either high or conflicting
dips. Since normal-ray inverse methods (May
and Covey, 1981; Iversen, 1983; Keydar et al.,
1989) explicitly account for ZO ray curvature
and multiple arrivals, reflector dip does not
appear to be a limitation during ray-map
inversion. However, these methods assume
that the very accurate interval velocities in
each layer are known. In this paper, a
modification of ray-map methods that does not
require an a priori interval velocity model is
presented. The new technique produces
interpretable steep-dip reflections in the image-
ray domain that is relatively insensitive to
velocity error (Hatton et al., 1986). Similar to
normal incidence rays (Koren and Gelchinsky,
1989), image rays are constructed by using the
CRE attributes only.

Method

The migration scheme outlined below is
illustrated in Figure 1. It presupposes that the
input section is an accurate simulation of a ZO
recorded section free from the strong coherent
noise (e.g. free-surface multiples).
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The first step is the construction of a ZO
section from a set of common-shot (CS)
gathers by stacking traces along the CRE
traveltime curves described by Keydar et al.
(1996). Rather than tracing rays through the
interval velocity model (Landa et al., 1993),
the CRE stacking trajectories are defined in
terms of the CRE attributes such as the
apparent dip, the image-ray velocity, and the
wavefront curvature(s) (Koren and Gelchinsky,
1989; Perroud et al., 1999).  These attributes
are computed using existing cross-correlation
algorithms (Hatton et al., 1986).

Figure 1: A flow chart of the proposed imaging
method.

The second step is tracing image rays from the
acquisition surface ( 0=n ) to the datum surface
( Nn = ). Input data consist of CS CRE
traveltimes associated with picked image-ray
traveltimes interpreted from the ZO section.
According to May and Covey (1981), it is
assumed that these rays can be approximated
by arbitrarily dipping straight-line segments.
Image-ray tracing is carried out recursively
segment by segment. For a particular layer

1≥n , the apparent dip angle, the center of

curvature, and the image-wave velocity are
determined from the CRE traveltimes
associated with the nth image-ray traveltime
after their backpropagation through the (n-1) th
layer. The new ray direction is then specified
according to the dip angle. The image ray is
traced through the nth layer by computing
spatial coordinates of the current ray
termination point. The two-way traveltime and
the slope of the dip element are computed at
the ray point (May and Covey, 1981). Next,
the CRE traveltimes are extrapolated on the
bottom of the nth layer by applying the time
shift. This local extrapolation process can be
considered as a backpropagation of an image
wave which originates at the image source
(auxiliary reflection point) and propagates in a
(locally) homogeneous auxiliary medium
defined by the constant image-ray velocity
(Perroud et al., 1999).

The third step is the migration of input ZO
traces along image rays by creating the
migrated samples above the datum surface
according to the classical migration principle:
zero offset and zero time (Hatton et al., 1986).
Since ray bending and kinking are explicitly
accounted for during the previous step, this
mapping is referred to as image-depth
migration. Note that the image-depth section
can be displayed using a vertical traveltime
coordinate system because the traveltime is
also computed along image rays. Proper
amplitude treatment can be achieved through
the use of the special amplitude-weighting
factor.

At the last stage (step 6 in Figure 1),
Kirchhoff-type stack along ZO diffraction
hyperbolas below the datum surface collapses
diffraction events present in the migrated ZO
data. It appears that the unknown migration
velocity can be expressed in terms of the
known CRE attributes at the datum surface.
This does not require a construction of an
interval or rms velocity macro-model and
offers the option of dip filtering during the
migration process.

The result of step 6 can then be interpreted for
a picking of image-ray traveltimes below the
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datum surface. To improve the imaging of a
deeper structure that can be very complex,
these traveltimes can be used to define a new
datum surface and apply the image-ray tracing

and migration routines iteratively, as shown in
Figure 1. Tests show that only 1-3 iterations
are actually needed.

Results

This example is important for reservoir
characterisation in the Northeast Atlantic
margin (UK), Europe’s last under-explored
frontier. It demonstrates the imaging capability
of the method in sub-basalt structures.
Migration results from a field data set that was
recorded in the North Sea (courtesy of Norsk
Hydro) were interpreted to construct the
realistic synthetic model in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Synthetic SIMBA-Hydro model: normal-
incidence primary PP reflectivity convolved with the 20
Hz zero-phase Ricker wavelet. Horizons 1-8 correspond
to picked events in real migrated data. The P-wave
velocity model is consistent with the lithology description
and sonic log data provided by Norsk Hydro.

For the sake of simplicity, lateral and vertical
velocity variations within sediments or basalt
layer were not taken into account. Horizon 1 is
the sea floor. Horizons 2-4 are the Tertiary
sediments ( 5.25.1 << pv  km/s). Horizons 5 and
6 are the top and the bottom of the
homogeneous high velocity basalt layer ( 5=pv

km/s). The task is to image horizons 6, 7 and 8.

An acoustic FD forward modeling (Landmark)
was used to generate 250 shot gathers, each
one with 100 receivers, according to the model
in Figure 2. The record length is 3 sec and the
time sampling interval is 4 ms. The velocity
function was obtained from log data provided

by Norsk Hydro. Figures 3 and 4 show the
results of modeling. Despite considerable
scattering effects, complex multiples are well
modeled at all offsets.

Figure 3: Acoustic FD snapshot at t=1.6 sec for the 2D
model in Figure 2.

Figure 4: Near-offset multi-shot acoustic FD section for
the model in Figure 2.

Applying the MZO transformation of data
sorted to CS gathers, we obtain the simulated
ZO section in Figure 5 that resembles the near-
offset data in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows clear
diffraction events. The image-ray mapping
collapses these events and gives a satisfactory
image of the target zone after the first iteration
(Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Result of MZO applied to CS synthetic FD
data for the model in Figure 2.

Figure 6: Output of processing flow in Figure 1 (single
iteration) applied to ZO synthetic data in Figure 5. The
datum surface is horizon 5. Small errors of interpreting
this horizon on the ZO section are visible.

Conclusions

A modification of ray-map methods that does
not use spatially defined interval velocity
functions has been presented. The new
mapping technique transforms MZO-corrected
seismic reflection data into the image-ray
migrated section in both time and depth
domains. This technique offers simplicity
because each ZO trace is migrated with the
same computational cost of post-stack

migration. In contrast to conventional time
migration, it does not rely on the assumption of
a constant-velocity migration at each image
point. Applications to FD data as well as on-
going tests have shown its potential to handle
arbitrary dips, ray bending, and multi-pathing.
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